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About This Game
Play the new installment of color mosaics with a great variety of colors!
The penguin family are thrilled to discover a new palette of colors for mosaic puzzles!
They are happy to meet a mysterious lady penguin on an alien planet who helps open their mind to a great variety of colors.
Along the way they keep exploring the alien world and build a beautiful landscape! Join the penguins to follow the logic of
numbers to uncover the new gallery of pixel art images!

- Mosaic puzzles with a new palette
- Great puzzle challenges
- Build an alien landscape
- Puzzles based on logic
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fantasy mosaics 17 new palette
Hotline Miami 3: All The Electronic-Music-Artists Have Called In Sick And Now We Have To Use Jazz.
TL;DR: It's bit short for 15 dollars, but the art-style, dynamic music, and level-design will make it worthwhile. If you haven't
already liked Hotline Miami very much, I'd rather say you try it out when it's a bit cheaper.
I liked Hotline Miami, this game is very similiar but a bit easier. But HOLEY MOLEY, That art-style! That line-of-sight
mechanic, where every wall that would cover the ape's view rises up beyond the screen so that the bird's-eye-view camera is also
blcoked by it! The music that reacts to the current gameplay-situation. Not only a sharp cimbel on every kill, but quiet music
when you are not spotted, rising music the more enemies detect you, instruments getting louder and quiter depending on what
enemy spots you. There's just so much to enhance the gameplay via music.
But for 15 Euros, it's a bit short. It were very fun 3 hours for me, and I don't regret paying the 12,something euros when it was
released, but if you haven't been really into Hotlien Miami, I'd recommend waiting for a sale. But for 5 euros/dollars/moneys,
it's very worth buying just to experience the art-style and the music.. It's a perfectly average Choice of Games game, falls right
in the middle of being fine. The story was enjoyable and the characters were interesting enough but it doesn't go farther than
that. Read it in about 2 hours which is a respectable time.
It just felt like it could have used more description of the world around your character if that makes sense. I wanted to know
more about the world as I read, about the war between the gryphon riders and wrym riders, why they were fighting and such but
it just doesn't seem to come (It may be in a different route than the one I had to be fair). It's no sin that it doesn't describe every
single detail in every scene as COG games tend to be less descriptive and not novel-length but a few more details to the world
could have really spiced up the world a bit.
To talk about a positive, all the characters have a good amount of personality. They acted as friends and foes when applicable
and had their own personalities which was really nice since I've seen some COG games have characters as nothing but boards to
bounce exposition off or things for your character to bang but this was certainty not one of those. The dialogue was all well
written too.
Something that's a unique problem I'd like to talk about just because it's unique, this was the first COG game I've read (to my
memory) that uses the gender neutral terms ze, zer, and such. I have no initial problem with that, diversity is fine and all but the
problem lies in that I know what a he looks like, a her too so when my character meets a characters and they're mentioned as
one of those, I can conjure a picture of them in my head. Unfortunately, I don't know what a ze\/zer looks like and in a game
that's really light on the details as mentioned before, I can't picture this ze\/zer character in my head. Not describing every detail
of a character is usually fine because I feel you're meant to imagine them as you want but there's usually some details to at least
give you some feel for them, like hair length or something but there's no details like that in this game for any character, boy,
girl, or other. It was just odd to me, I didn't have any idea what these few characters should look like in my head so I pictured
them as featureless, bald people. Maybe these is just a problem exclusive to me, I'm not sure but I felt like it was an interesting
thing to mention.
Overall, the game is fine and if you're a fan of other COG games I'd say give it a try if the setting seems interesting but if this is
your first COG game I wouldn't say it's a good jumping in point, probably would want to try some more well regarded ones first.
If Kelly Sandoval ends up putting more games out, they'll definitely on my list to buy.. EDIT: The bug has been fixed, I can now
recommend this game, it's a fun one.
Sadly I cannot recommend this game, I've had around 7 runs and twice the screen has gone black and it's unplayable, but making
it worse I have to do a hard reset on my pc which is just unacceptable.
I'm running one of the most common set ups and have no issues with any other game
i7 5970k
970gtx
16gig ram etc etc
It's a shame because it's a good game when it's working, and maybe I could forgive the crashes if they wasn't so serve that it
locks my pc up.
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If the devs are listening, during the black screen, if I press start on my control pad to go into the menu, it will but there is no
text, just the gui without text.
I hope you can fix that issue, until then I cannot recommend this game.. This is a really well-designed game. The levels are
fantastic, the music slaps, and the mechanics are great. I would almost be willing to add it to the pantheon of truly great
platformers. But to me, there's one thing that holds it back: dying sucks.
In a game like Super Meat Boy, dying is fine. You respawn instantly and you're ready to give it another go. Levels are small and
ending up back at the start doesn't matter. You can die a million times on a level and just keep wanting to play more until you
beat it.
In this game, dying is really annoying. Levels are long, and contain only a single checkpoint in the middle. It takes a long time to
respawn. It takes a long time to redo what you've already done, and it's tedious as hell. Every time I've stopped playing this
game, it's been because I died, lost a ton of progress, and didn't feel like doing the whole level over again. This may seem like a
minor complaint, but if you're used to platformers that put you back in the fray instantly, you'll feel it.
Overall this game is still great. I'd definitely recommend it if you're into platformers.. Not the most historically accurate game
ever made, but really fun nonetheless.. Normally I am against skin-based DLCs but considering that the game is free...
It's a way to thanks the devs for their work. You get to help 7 girls become idols while doing so laying them in bed.. It took me
awhile to get through this game but only because I had a lot of distractions going on and I really wanted to pay attention.
YakuzaK sucked me in within the first few verses of the game. There is an atmospheric vibe that gave me the chills creating this
constant pull of anticipation, I wanted to know more. I loved the sinister effects and felt they gave a powerful punch in
storytelling. If you've enveloped yourself within the story they can really change the mood of the situation in an instant. I
recommend headphones and no distractions when playing this game!
I felt Jeong was relatable in most instances throughout the first chapter of the game as she was already in a really dark place to
begin with. Her circumstances I wont mention but they were dire and her actions felt believable to me.
There is a lot to enjoy about this game so far. The plot building, writing, character design, sound, and visual guides are all done
in a way that really work for each other and flow together seamlessly. The art design is unique and fits well with that cyberpunk
yakuza aesthetic the story is giving you.
This was a refreshing change of pace compared to the usual visual novels I play and I'm very much so looking forward to
experiencing the rest of the world of Yakuza Kiss.
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this is a review for someone without the nostalgia goggles on. I never played this game as a kid and only picked it up because
I've seen it on the store front a lot of times.
I'll start off by saying that the graphics hold the standard of a Bootleg steam Greenlit game. not the best. the screenshots arent
that accurate. for a game released in 2017 its real bad, but Im guessing they were going for a nostalgic feel.
the damage model is quite nice, not FO1-UC nice, but its good.
now, to the bad part. the handling and the rubberibanding AI.
the handling is actually so bad and unpredictable that im not able to enjoy the game because I feel cheated. half the time the car
doesnt act the way you feel it should. it feels off. its an arcade game yes, but games like TM and FO gets it right. this game does
not. Its clunky, unresponsive, and downright offputting.
would I recommend the game if it went for sale for $2? yes. you could probably get 1-2hrs of fun out of it before you start to
notice the glaring issues.
more than $5? absolutely not.. suck , only have china server , not even have asia server, ping high , game play keep lagging even
using gtx1060 6gb and low setting. request refund.byebye. Very enjoyable 2D platformer with RPG elements in retro graphics..
a very interesting and cool RPG clicker game! i really enjoyed looking at the awesome art of the game.
i recommend this game.. me (spoiler)pinoy(/spoiler) me like
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